Parameters used for initializing the PBPK model of allopurinol and oxypurinol. Model parameters represent the adjusted values. 
Parameter Compound

S-formylglutathione hydrolase
Equations
In the following, few important transformations of Michaelis-Menten equations for the calculation of the relative enzyme activity (relE) are shown.
Allopurinol treatment
For unknown Ki, but known IC50 and two inhibitors: 
Paracetamol toxication
For unknown Ki and S, but known relE at Imax
Calculation of Ki from S11 * Since the fraction unbound (fu) value is near its upper physiological boundary (100 %) sensitivity analysis could only be performed for -5,-10,-20,-50 %. ** Since the fraction unbound (fu) value is near its upper physiological boundary (100 %) sensitivity analysis could not be performed for +50 %.
